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Abstract— In this paper, we present a novel method to protect privacy information for the Cloud based Video Storage System (CVSS), which not only distribute the CVSS geographically, but also use different privacy protection key algorithm for different CVSS to encode/decode the actual video data itself stored in the storage with the subscriber key for the privacy protection so that the system even under the hacking of the CVSS systems, still provide the privacy protection of the video data. We present how this system stores the video stream data transferred from the network connected camera such as IP CCTV. As the system receives the video stream, it masks the privacy related part, such as facial information or car plate number and so on, of the video stream data with a scrambling key and it also encrypts the scrambled video stream data with an encryption key. In this paper, we also present how the system retrieves the privacy information protected video image requested by either the network control centre or end users. When the network control centre or end user requests the networked video, it retrieves the corresponding video image from the video storage first. Then, it decrypts the image with the decryption key and unscrambles the decrypted image with the unscrambling key. Then it transfers the network video back to the network control center or to the end-user. We present the architecture of the distributed CVSS with the privacy protection for the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System. We also provide flowchart for receive/transmit operation of the DCVSS. Finally, we present a POC implementation of the distributed CVSS in the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, components of a video data storage system, a camera, a monitor, a video recording device, are connected to each other over a closed network to monitor the facility such as a predetermined building or convenience facility.

In this case, a user agent is present in a user device to provide video data to the user device. Accordingly, a camera, a server, and the user device control the camera through mutual interface communication.

Also, video data photographed from the camera is recorded in a storage device within the server and is also transferred to a viewer of the user device.

The above system is generally configured as a closed network among the camera, the server, and the user device for controlling the camera and storing the video data.

In the closed network, the user agent operating in the user device obtains state information of the camera by transmitting a command to the camera through the server, and the camera transfers current state information to the user agent through the server.

A camera server provides interface communication between the user agent and the camera. Also, the camera server enables a user to store an image through the user agent or enables the server to execute a command, such as displaying the image on the viewer in lieu of the user.

When the user desires the image to be displayed on the viewer of the user device, the image transferred to the server is transferred to the user device.

When the user desires to store the image in the storage device, the image transferred to the server is stored in the storage device within the server.

However, a camera monitoring system connected using the closed network has constraints in extensibility. In addition, when the user is not directly connected to the closed network, it is difficult to provide a function capable of controlling the camera through a general network (for example, the Internet) or at least viewing or storing an image.

In this environment, providing the privacy protection is one of the social issues because of several hacking accident ends up with huge privacy information leaking. There are several different approaches to cope with this privacy protection for the video data storage system. However, almost all approaches focus on the IP camera side to provide secure transmit of the video data collected by the IP camera [3-12].

In this paper, we propose a novel privacy protection approach in the video data storage server side, which encoding/decoding the actual video data itself stored in the storage with the subscriber key for the privacy protection so that the system even under the hacking of the CVSS system, still provide the privacy protection of the video data.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes an overview of the Cloud based Video Storage System (CVSS) which supports Privacy Protection. We also describe the operation of the CVSS with flowcharts so that how the system
supports the privacy protection for the CVSS. In Section III, we describe the architecture of the distributed CVSS (DCVSS) with the Privacy Protection for the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System. We also describe the operation of the DCVSS with flowcharts so that how the system supports the privacy protection for the DCVSS. Finally, in Section IV, we describe the POC implementation of the DCVSS with the Privacy Protection in the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System.

II. CLOUD BASED VIDEO STORAGE SYSTEM

Fig. 1 is a control block diagram illustrating a control configuration of a Cloud based Video Storage System (CVSS) [1,2].

In Fig. 1, the CVSS system consists of an “Incoming Video Data Privacy Protection (IVDPP)”, an “Outgoing Video Data Privacy Protection (OVDPP)” block and Image Storage. The IVDPP block creates a protected image by applying a privacy protection algorithm to an original image received in the IVDPP block. The OVDPP block stores the protected image into the Image Storage. The OVDPP block retrieves a protected image from the Image Storage and creates the original image by applying a privacy release algorithm to the protected image.

In Fig. 1, the CVSS may be included in a device capable of photographing an image, for example, an imaging device such as a network camera, a mobile communication terminal, and a closed-circuit television (CCTV), or may be stored in a storage server, for example, a network server and a cloud configured to store an image photographed by the imaging device.

In Fig. 1, in the incoming direction, the IVDPP block includes “Video Privacy Masking (VPM)” block and “Video Data Encryption (VDE)” block.

In Fig. 1, the VPM block detects the privacy image from the original image which is received from the remote video capturing system. The VPM block detects the privacy image based on at least one of the edge information of the original image, shape information, color analysis information, and learning information about a previous privacy image.

In Fig. 1, the VPM block obtains the edge information by analyzing the original image and detects a boundary between a face and a portion excluding the face using the edge information. It determines whether the face is present within the original image by comparing the results of analyzing the original image and shape information about a facial shape. Also, the VPM block compares the color analysis information with unique color distribution information of the face and thus, may more accurately detect the face.

Additionally, the VPM block detects a facial area using learning information about the previous privacy image, including an Adaboost learning scheme.

In Fig. 1, the VPM block performs masking by scrambling the privacy image detected by the VPM block to a privacy protection image using a set of scrambling keys. The VPM block scrambles the privacy protection image to be expressed using a predetermined color and a predetermined figure.

In Fig. 1, the VDE block creates a protected image in which the privacy protection image input from the VPM block and the general image is encrypted using an encryption key.

In Fig. 1, the VDE block may increase security about the privacy protection image by encrypting the privacy protection image and the general image. Then, the VDE block transfers the protected image to the image storage.

The image storage block may assign a unique number capable of recognizing the protected image input from the VDE block and thereby stores the protected image.

The image storage transfers the protected image to the OVDPP block in response to a control command of the Network Camera Control Center or the End Users.

In Fig. 1, the OVDPP block operates relatively inversely to the IVDPP block. In Fig. 1, in the outgoing direction, the OVDPP block includes a Video Data Decryption (VDD) block and a Video Privacy Unmasking (VPU) block.

In Fig. 1, the VDD block decrypts the privacy protection image and the general image from the protected image using a decryption key when the protected image is input from the image storage. Here, the decryption key may be identical to the encryption key, or may be another key capable of performing decryption and corresponding to the encryption key.

In Fig. 1, the VPU block detects the privacy protection image from the privacy protection image and the general image decrypted by the VDD block. The VPU block detects, from the privacy protection image and the general image, the privacy protection image that is expressed using at least one of the predetermined color and the predetermined figure.

The VPU block detects the privacy protection image based on at least one of the edge information of the original image including the privacy protection image and the general image, shape information, color analysis information, and learning information about a previous privacy image. In addition, the VPU block detects the privacy protection image as an image expressed using at least one of the predetermined colors and the predetermined figure of the privacy protection image.

In Fig. 1, the VDD block unscrambles the privacy protection image detected by the VPU block to the privacy image using an unscrambling key. The unscrambling key may be identical to the scrambling key, or may be another key corresponding to the scrambling key.

In response to a control command of the Network Camera Control Center or the End Users, the VDS block transmits the
original image including the privacy image and the general image, or may transfer the original image to the Network Camera Control Center or the End Users.

A. Receive Operation of the CVSS

Fig. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a receive operation method of a Cloud Based Video Storage System (CVSS).

In Fig. 2, the CVSS determines whether a privacy image is detected from an original image when the original image is input, and scrambles the privacy image to a privacy protection image using a scrambling key when the privacy image is detected.

The original image may include at least one of the privacy image including user information, for example, at least one of facial information, license plate information, and privacy information, and a general image excluding the privacy image. Specifically describing, the CVSS determines whether the privacy image is detected from the original image when the original image is input.

In Fig. 2, the CVSS detects the private image based on at least one of the edge information of the original image, shape information, color analysis information, and learning information about a previous privacy image.

In Fig. 2, the CVSS obtains the edge information by analyzing the original image M1, may detect a boundary between a face and a portion excluding the face using the edge information, and may determine whether the face is present within the original image by comparing a result of analyzing the original image and shape information about a facial shape.

When the privacy image is detected, the CVSS performs masking by scrambling the detected privacy image to the privacy protection image using a set of scrambling key.

After this operation, the CVSS creates a protected image in which the privacy protection image and the general image are encrypted using an encryption key, and transfers the protected image to the image storage.

When the privacy image is not detected from the original image, the CVSS performs encryption operation on the original image.

B. Transmit Operation of the CVSS

Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an operation method of a CVSS when an image is output from the CVSS.

In Fig. 3, when an image request signal requesting an original image is input, the CVSS receives a protected image stored in the image storage, and the CVSS decrypts the protected image to an original image including a privacy protection image and a general image using a decryption key and detects the privacy protection image.

Fig. 3 Transmit Operation of the Cloud based Video Storage System

In response to a control command of the Network Camera Control Center or the End Users and the image request signal requesting the original image, the CVSS receives, from the image storage, the protected image to which a privacy protection algorithm corresponding to the original image is applied among images stored in the image storage.

Next, the CVSS decrypts the protected image to the original image which is including the privacy protection image and the general image using a set decryption key.
The CVSS detects, from the original image, the privacy protection image that is expressed using at least one of a predetermined color and a predetermined figure.

After this operation, the CVSS unscrambles the privacy protection image to the privacy image using an unscrambling key, and creates the original image including the privacy protection image and the general image.

The CVSS creates the privacy image by unscrambling, using the unscrambling key, the privacy protection image scrambled using a scrambling key.

Next, the CVSS creates the original image including the privacy protection image and the general image, and transfers the original image to the Network Camera Control Center or the End Users or a predetermined device having input the image request signal.

III. DISTRIBUTED CLOUD BASED VIDEO STORAGE SYSTEM

Fig. 4 is an architecture diagram illustrating a distributed Cloud based Video Storage System (DCVSS).

![Fig. 4 An architecture of the Distributed CVSS](image)

In Fig. 4, each individual DCVSS process the video images transmitted by a group of IP cameras, which is geographically close to the DCVSS, so that it can provide privacy protection for the video images generated by the group of the IP cameras.

In Fig. 4, the Network Camera Control Center configure which DCVSS will handle which IP cameras in terms of the CVSS configuration and IP camera’s configuration, which means the Network Camera Control Center knows who process the specific IP cameras video image and provide the privacy protection for the IP cameras.

When an end user request their own image, the network camera control center re-route the end-users request to the DCVSS who actually processed the image so that the DCVSS, who actually process the end user’s IP camera, respond to the end-user’s request.

In Fig. 4, by distributing the DCVSS system geographically so that the DCVSS process the video images transmitted by a group of IP cameras which is geographically close to the DCVSS, we can provide the Quality of Service requirement from the end-user, such as low latency for the video image processing.

In Fig. 4, by applying separate privacy protection key algorithm (which arithmetically identical but generate different key output) per geographically separated DCVSS, we can also provide separation of privacy protection in case of hacking, so that hacking on the one DCVSS doesn’t affect the other DCVSS.

A. Receive Operation of the DCVSS

Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a receive operation method of a DCVSS. In Fig. 5, if privacy protection and privacy masking is enabled, then the DCVSS retrieve both personal scrambling key and site dependent scrambling key. And the DCVSS do privacy masking the video data with combined (personal + site) scrambling key. If video encryption is enabled, the DCVSS retrieve both personal encryption key and site dependent encryption key. And the DCVSS encrypt the video data with combined (personal + site) encryption key.

B. Transmit Operation of the DCVSS

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating transmit operation method of a DCVSS. In Fig. 6, if privacy protection and video encryption is enabled, then the DCVSS retrieve both personal decryption key and site dependent decryption key. And the DCVSS decrypt the video data with combined (personal + site) decryption key. If privacy masking is enabled, the DCVSS retrieve both personal unscrambling key and site dependent unscrambling key. And the DCVSS unmasking the video data with combined (personal + site) unscrambling key.
Module, which running on the Servers, encrypts and decrypts the IP camera images for privacy protection.

In Fig. 7, each DCVSS also apply separate key system for the privacy protection algorithms. End users from Daejeon areas access their video image through Daejeon DCVSS with privacy protection, and the End users from Seoul area access their video image through the Seoul CVSS.

In Fig. 7, there are two DCVSS system with privacy protection, Daejeon DCVSS, which provide privacy protection for the video images generated by the group of the IP cameras located in the Daejeon area, and Seoul DCVSS, which provide privacy protection for the Seoul areas.

In Fig. 7, the DCVSS Control Center control the setup process for each DCVSS and configure each DCVSS so that each DCVSS not only process the video images from the group of IP cameras located geographically close to the DCVSS but also use different privacy protection key algorithm. The Daejeon DCVSS configured to process the group of IP cameras from the Daejeon area with privacy protection key algorithm A, and the Seoul DCVSS configured to process the group of IP cameras from the Seoul area with privacy protection key algorithm B. With this configuration, even the Daejeon DCVSS hacked so that the video image of it hacked, the video images in the Seoul DCVSS are safe and provide privacy protection because these two DCVSS use different privacy protection key algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel method to protect privacy information for the Cloud based Video Storage System (CVSS), which encoding/decoding the actual video data itself stored in the storage with the subscriber key for the privacy protection so that the system even under the hacking of the CVSS system, still provide the privacy protection of the video data. On the top of this, by distributing the CVSS system geographically and by applying separate privacy protection key algorithm, we can prevent huge privacy information leaking and localize the privacy leaking. We presented how this system stores/retrieves the video stream data transferred from the network connected camera such as IP CCTV to/from the cloud based video storage system. In the paper, we presented the detailed procedures and algorithms for these processes. In this paper, we masked the privacy related part and encrypted the scrambled video with an encryption key so that we protected the privacy information of the networked video stream, which is stored in the cloud based video storage system. We presented the architecture of the distributed CVSS with the privacy protection for the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System. We also provided flowchart for receive/transmit operation of the DCVSS. Finally, we presented the implementation of the distributed CVSS in the Cloud based Network Function Virtualization System.
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